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T

he federal government was
established to address public
needs. Breakdowns in program
performance and reports of
fraud, waste and abuse only fuel
public skepticism. Trust in the federal
government “to do what’s right always
or most of the time” continues to hover
at 20 percent, far from 75 percent
in 1964.1
How can government begin moving
the trust needle in the right direction?
Attacking fraud, waste and abuse
tells but part of the story. Program
integrity broadly encompasses
all considerations for effectively,
efficiently achieving an entity’s
mission in the public interest while
protecting taxpayer dollars. After
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all, this is what the public expects
of government. A ﬁve-dimension
program integrity framework helps
foster strong program performance
and provides a continuous loop for
program improvement.

STRATEGIC AND
PREVENTIVE ACTION
Program integrity is strategic
and preventive. In a survey of
federal healthcare program officials,
71 percent cited achieving program
goals as the main objective of
program integrity. Moreover, some
54 percent noted the importance of
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maximizing program efficiency;
while 53 percent pointed to reducing
fraud, waste and abuse.2
The public is both a customer and
shareholder of government. Citizens
invest their tax dollars and provide
proxies to elected officials. As such,
the public maintains fundamental
expectations that lay at the heart of
program integrity. These include:
+ Mission excellence;
+ Superb customer service;
+ Responsiveness to current needs;
+ Anticipation of sudden and
emerging needs and preparation
for them;
+ Effectiveness and efficiency;
+ Prudent spending;
+ Accountability and transparency;
+ Protection of public funds and
assets from fraud, waste and
abuse.
It’s important to reﬂect on the
number of these boxes your agency
can check and ask whether program
integrity is embedded in its culture.

Dimension 1: Program governance
Representing systems and operating practices that help ensure
programs work as intended and
achieve expected program results,
governance includes:
+ Clear roles and responsibilities;
+ Well-designed policies and
procedures;
+ Highly-trained and motivated staff;
+ Fact-based trade-offs;
+ Accountability and transparency;
+ Open communication within and
across organizations;
+ Continuous evaluation;
+ Stakeholder involvement.
Leading organizations do not
peer through a compliance lens to
“check-the-boxes.” Instead, they are
laser-focused on actions to strengthen
program execution and risk management. They embrace enterprise risk
management (ERM), the linchpin of
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Circular A-123. Incorporating
fraud risk management, ERM is used

ESTABLISHING A PROGRAM
INTEGRITY FRAMEWORK
Leading organizations establish
program integrity frameworks
that are flexible, adaptable and
risk-based. Most importantly, they
focus on effectively and
efficiently achieving
mission results and
inst illing public
trust.3 Countless rules,
regulations and controls
do not necessarily equate
with strong program integrity. As a result, organizations
can become awash in policies and
procedures so onerous as to jeopardize mission accomplishment and
waste resources, making it vital to
refocus the framework for program
integrity.
Common program integrity
frameworks share ﬁve dimensions.
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to assess risks and implement mitigation activities within a program’s risk
appetite.4
In governance, leading organizations proactively:
+ Deploy advanced analytic tools to
drive mission achievement and help
prevent fraud, waste and abuse;
+ Provide access to data that paints
complete pictures of program
execution;
+ Employ people who turn data
into actionable information that
connects the dots;
+ Broaden authority and visibility;
+ Establish end-to-end program
management solutions, including
continual risk assessment, fraud risk
management, investigations and
management reporting;
+ Develop recovery programs to
backstop prevention initiatives.

Dimension 2: Program
eligibility and enrollment
Eligibility and enrollment begin
the program integrity cycle for many
federal programs and eventually
trigger payments and/or provision
of services to (or on behalf of) eligible
recipients. Leading organizations
leverage capabilities, such as intelligent automation and analytic tools,
to increase efficiency and uniformity
in eligibility determinations and
subsequent enrollment and payment.
Improper payments
have been a longstanding problem.
For example, government-wide, agencies
reported improper payment estimates totaling
over $1.2 trillion in ﬁscal years
2003–2016. And estimates are not
yet available for some programs.5
The President’s Management Agenda
(PMA) provides a strong focus on
reducing improper payments, with
additional priority on underpayments.
It states: “Effective stewardship of
taxpayer funds is a crucial responsibilit y of Government, from
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preventing fraud to maximizing
impact. Taxpayer dollars must go
to effective programs that produce
results efficiently. …While all improper
payments can compromise citizens’
trust in government, only a portion
stem from fraud or lead to actual loss
of tax-payer dollars. …Historically, the
Federal Government has focused on
improper payments broadly, including
process errors that do not affect money
paid, rather than strategically targeting
monetary loss to taxpayers.”6

Dimension 3: Program operations
Breakdowns in program operations
are impacted by numerous factors,
such as budgetary and funding
shortfalls caused by poor planning
and estimating; program design and
operations gaps; personnel shortages; systems shortfalls; and failure
to leverage enabling technology.
Program operations must be soundly
designed and implemented. Also,
they must be prepared to address
changing expectations, while fully
leveraging enabling technology.
Enabling technology converges
with an imperative to address
ever-tightening operating budgets,
declining workforces, increasing
demands, and the higher expectations of citizens to “virtually” interact
with government. Agencies can free
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up resources for core mission delivery
to help move programs to the next
level if they embrace game-changers.7
These advancements represent “an
event, idea, or procedure that effects
a signiﬁcant shift in the current manner
of doing or thinking about something.”8
Leading organizations invest
in data and analytics capabilities,
including anomaly detection; natural
language processing; deep learning;
statistical and predictive modeling;
data transformation and integration; optimization; automated data
validations; interactive visualization;
machine learning; and cognitive
computing.
For areas in which the dollar value
of payments to outside parties is
massive, such as federal contracting
and social programs, enabling technology is essential to help identify
and prevent pre-payment error and
fraud. Technology also shortens
payment process time, increases
public access, and reduces cost — all
helping to improve citizens’ experience with government.

Dimension 4: Program
oversight and monitoring
Leading organizations keep their
ﬁngers on the pulse of program performance. They leverage a range of tools
and systems to measure performance
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against program goals, objectives,
and adherence to legal and regulatory requirements. This promotes
effectiveness, efficiency and program
results — and, in turn, public trust.
One monitoring method involves
comprehensive operational reviews.
These cover internal operations as
well as external third-parties, such
as state and local governments and
contractors who receive funding to
support federal programs.
Another method is detailed,
interactive reports to document
program results and costs and also
identify outliers from the expected
norm through data mining. Program
managers can learn a lot from audit,
evaluation and investigation techniques used by the audit community;
and they should be vigilant in identifying shortfalls and problems in order
to avoid surprises.
Organizat ions quick ly can
become bogged down with rote
compliance when they fail to identify what is needed to get the right
results. Leading organizations, in
contrast, recognize the downside of
overly-structured program integrity
systems — the kind that require strict
adherence to dotting every “i” and
crossing every ”t” without attention to
underlying mission objectives, public
expectations and risks. In the words
of OMB Circular A-123: “Federal
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managers must carefully consider
the appropriate balance between
risk, controls, costs, and beneﬁts in
their mission support operations.
Too many controls can result in
inefficiencies, while too few controls
may increase risk to an unacceptable
level.”9

Dimension 5: Program improvement
Program improvement is a continuous loop of anticipating, identifying
and addressing problems, rather than
just reacting after the fact. A prerequisite to improvement, in order to
avoid merely treating symptoms, is
to identify the root cause. Because
the origin may transcend programs,
agencies, organizations within an
agency, levels of government and/or
the private sector, actions must be
strategic, tactical and inclusive across
entities. Stakeholders are vital to the
solution, as are fully leveraged leading
practices, and honesty and realism in
establishing resource needs.
Finally, deadlines are set. Top
management assigns a “hammer”
to drive the nail as needed so things
get done and corrective actions do
not languish, as all too often has
been the case.10 The federal audit
community has thousands of open
recommendations, with certain
problems unresolved for decades. For
example, 14 of 35 areas on the current
Government Accountability Office
(GAO) High-Risk List have remained
there since 1990, when the ﬁrst list
was published.11

WHAT LEADING
ORGANIZATIONS DO
The PMA noted that the accumulated regulatory burden, structural
issues, decision-making and processes,
leadership and culture, and capabilities and competencies all have played
major roles in shaping the challenges
of government in the 21st century.
Moreover, while public expectations
have increased, antiquated systems
and operating practices have impacted
federal agencies’ ability to perform.12
Leading organizations, in establishing program integrity, strive to:
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+ Design and implement program
risk and control considerations that
align with public expectations;
+ Treat the public as valued
customers, recognizing that taxes
may represent a family’s largest
single expenditure and/or that
government may provide a vital
lifeline;

+ Pre-validate payments, leveraging
data and analytics capabilities, to
help ensure accurate and timely
disbursements to program beneﬁciaries and contractors;
+ Develop and document clear,
concise, actionable procedures
to facilitate consistent, efficient
application of program policies;

+ Facilitate stakeholder collaboration
to reduce fragmentation, overlap,
and duplication across programs
and agencies so public experience
with government is seamless
across boundaries and billions of
dollars in potential cost savings
are realized;13

+ Conduct program oversight, such
as operational reviews of critical
processes that drive program
results and public trust;

+ Implement intelligent automation to improve capabilities,
enhance quality, reduce cost and
human error, and provide public
accessibility;

+ Develop meaningful corrective
action plans to maintain program
effectiveness and efficiency.

+ Use key performance metrics to
track program performance and
inform decision-making;
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VITAL ELEMENTS OF
PROGRAM INTEGRITY
Crosscutting the ﬁve dimensions
of the framework are elements vital
to program integrity — data and
analytics, system modernization and
culture.

Data and analytics
Thanks to the explosion of data
and analytic capability, organizations
today can see what happened, analyze
why it happened, and monitor what
is happening. Decisions can be factbased, analytic and anticipatory. The
“art of the possible” includes forecasting
what might happen and, ultimately,
what is likely to happen. The capacity
to detect changes that could adversely
impact program performance and use
predictive intelligence in the ﬁght
against fraud, waste and abuse will
revolutionize government operations
and the accountability community’s
role in them.14
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Leading organizations adopt data
management programs; they inventory
and catalogue data assets; and they
manage data across its lifecycle. They
recognize that poor underlying data
can lead to misleading analytics,
erroneous conclusions, and bad policyand decision-making.15

System modernization
The “back room” of federal agencies is largely driven by aged legacy
systems and long-standing business
practices that are not sustainable.
In addition, they negatively impact
public service and trust. In 2016, the
10 oldest reported legacy federal information technology (IT) systems were
39–56 years old. And they were still
being used to perform critical functions, such as tax return processing,
despite their outdated, unsupported
hardware and software.16 In ﬁscal year
2017, operations and maintenance of
legacy systems consumed a reported
80 percent of the $85 billion federal IT
spending total.17
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On Dec. 12, 2017, President Trump
signed the Modernizing Government
Technology Act,18 which allows agencies to transfer money saved through
IT efficiencies into working capital
funds. The monies then can be used for
up to three years to fund IT modernization, such as improving, retiring
or replacing existing IT systems for
increased efficiency and effectiveness and enhanced cybersecurity;
or transitioning legacy IT systems
to commercial cloud computing and
other innovative commercial platforms and technologies, including
expanded shared services. In addition, the legislation creates a centralized fund agencies can tap into for
modernization.
Further actions called for in the
December 2017 “Report to the President
on Federal IT Modernization” 19
were to:
+ Prioritize modernization of essential, high-risk, high-value legacy
systems,20 including enhancement
of security and privacy controls;
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In our profession, why not fully
utilize these tools? They work 24/7,
365 days a year at digital speeds and
eliminate mundane repetitive tasks.
They afford greater focus on strategic
initiatives to enhance performance
and public trust. Plus, they scale
instantaneously to ﬂuctuating and
large workloads; appreciably reduce
errors; and keep the perfect audit trail,
documenting every action and its
corresponding outcome. Most importantly, these tools greatly improve
citizens’ experience with government
services by dramatically reducing wait
times while increasing quality.22

Culture

+ Use real-world implementation
test cases to identify solutions for
current barriers to cloud adoption;
+ Consolidate and standardize network
and security service acquisition to
take full advantage of innovation and
economies of scale, while minimizing
duplicative investments in existing
security capabilities;
+ Shift to shared services to enable
future IT network architecture;
+ Enable use of commercial cloud
services and accelerate adoption of
cloud email and collaboration tools;
+ Provide consolidated capabilities
that replace or augment existing
agency-specific technology to
improve both visibility and security;
+ Appropriately realign IT resources,
using business-focused, data-driven
analysis and technical evaluation.
On March 27, 2017, President Trump
established the Office of American
Innovation to “make recommendations
to the President on policies and plans
that improve government operations
and services, improve the quality of
life for Americans now and in the
future, and spur job creation.”21 In this
regard, intelligent automation, whether
basic robotic process automation or
reasoning cognitive systems, promises
to revolutionize government operations and services.
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Critical to program integrity is a
culture that supports risk management and avoids organizational silos
that impair program effectiveness and
efficiency. The PMA states, “Silos across
Federal agencies and offices can hurt
cross-agency collaboration, resulting in
fragmented citizen services or excessive
cost to deliver the mission.”23
Cited in OMB Circular A-123,24
the COSO ERM Framework suggests
culture “determines what actually
happens and what rules are obeyed,
bent, or ignored.”25 Upon examining
major catastrophes and missed opportunities that undermine public trust,
whether in government or the private
sector, organizational culture emerges
as a root cause. A culture may be largely
reactive and not well prepared for the
worst-case scenario. It could be overly
insular, with limited desire to adapt and
work across boundaries, and focused
on perpetuating the status quo. It could
be inattentive to signiﬁcant changes in
the environment, such as the perils of
a cyber world or new mission objectives and public expectations. Or it
may lack core values that serve as an
organizational compass for doing the
right thing and may focus on the wrong
incentives.
Federal program managers today ﬁnd
themselves at a crossroads, given the
size of programs and public expectations that may exceed their current
ability to perform. The culture in
leading organizations supports:
+ Strong tone at the top that emphasizes program integrity to enhance
performance;

+ Intense focus on mission achievement in the public interest;
+ Baseline expectations of program
effectiveness and efficiency;
+ Safeguarding assets;
+ Prudent spending;
+ Openness and transparency so
problems and emerging risks surface
rapidly to top leadership and are
addressed in a timely fashion;
+ A program integrity framework
embedded in day-to-day operations
and decision-making;
+ Clear accountability for actions not
in keeping with program integrity;
+ Core values that embody the
highest ethics and drive behavior
to always do the right thing in the
public interest.

PERFORMANCE WILL HELP
REBUILD TRUST
It is critical to view program integrity as the full range of actions needed
to more effectively and efficiently
achieve an agency’s mission in the
public interest. Public trust is never
easy to rebuild. But performance,
performance, and even more performance through program integrity,
while combating fraud, waste and
abuse, can put federal agencies on the
right path.
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